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Systematic hedge fund manager Roy Niederhoffer, whose performance is thriving amid the 

Covid-19 market shocks, says the near future “will be much more volatile for a much longer 

time than we’ve seen before”. 

Niederhoffer’s Diversified fund, the flagship of his New York-based firm RG Niederhoffer 

Capital Management, is up 30% as of 6 April, a person familiar with the matter 

told Financial News. Renowned for performing well in times of disaster, Niederhoffer’s fund 

made 51% in 2008, the start of the global financial crisis. 

And while the S&P 500 is down 15.3% in 2020, as of 7 April, the firm’s Smart Alpha fund, 

which trades currencies and bonds, is up 14.6% in the year to date as of 6 April. 

Niederhoffer attributes the success to strategies that capture hour-to-hour market movements, 

and which benefit from low correlation to the equity market and conventional hedge fund 

strategies. In this “new world of almost historically-high volatility” he has seen extraordinary 

opportunities across all sectors. “The contrast is incredible to the fourth quarter of last year 

which was one of the least volatile quarters in market history,” he told Financial News. 

Early Awareness 

His funds maintain a consistent approach to trading off volatility, yet he anticipated the 

market turbulence as early as the third week in January. “We’re very good at making money 

when markets move a lot — and when stocks go down, markets tend to move a lot,” he said. 

The firm was already discussing strategies at the time, he said, and noted a potential for 

massive dislocations. “We wanted to make sure, and did make sure, that everything in our 

approach which could profit from this volatility, was present and ready, should it occur.” 

Niederhoffer’s firm, which manages $300m, will launch a third fund in May — a Ucits 

version of his Smart Alpha fund, which trades in the fixed income and foreign exchange 

sectors. “There’s never been a time with bigger opportunities going forward for our strategy 

than right now... periods of financial market stress are our best times.” 

Niederhoffer has built up keen market insights and observations since he founded his firm in 

1993. His perception, that continued volatility is here to stay, is reinforced by the reaction of 

central banks to market turmoil. “There was a sense that the central banks were omnipotent 

and would step in to save markets,” he said. “Clearly this time they haven’t been able to do it 

yet and it’s our view that the period going forward will be much more volatile for a much 

longer time than we’ve seen before.” 

Global Crisis Part II? 



In an investors’ note entitled 11 Quick Observations, reviewed by Financial News, he wrote 

that a surprise could be the toppling of a large financial institution, leading to the Global 

Financial Crisis Part II. “Is a true depression coming as the economy fails to ‘open up’? 

Remember that even during 1929-1938, there were big equity rallies. It was the second leg 

down that caused the most damage, when governments tried to fix the problem,” he said in 

the note. 

Niederhoffer believes there is a chance of a global economic depression in the near future. “I 

think it’s always a possibility. You never know exactly what’s on balance sheets and if a 

trader or a desk, or just a policy within a bank, could take them from their current capital — 

which may be adequate — to far underneath, and requiring a government bailout. If that 

bailout does not occur, then you have a real systemic problem.” 

There is a chain of events that needs to take place to take down a systemically important 

bank, but some of these are political, Niederhoffer said. “Would Germany bail out Deutsche 

Bank? Would Switzerland bail out UBS? Would President Biden, or maybe 10 years from 

now President Ocasio-Cortez, bail out JP Morgan? The answer might not be yes. And if the 

answer is no, who knows what would happen?” 

His view though, is that “what’s coming next is the biggest bullet of all” — just unabashed 

money-printing to save equity markets. “When that happens, the dislocation to markets can 

dwarf anything that we’ve seen,” he said. 

In hedge fund circles, it is unusual to make money during market turbulence by not being 

bearish nor aggressively shorting the market. “The nature of our strategy is that it is actually 

two-sided,” he said. “We don’t need markets to continue to go down and in fact if they were 

continue to go up, as long as they do it relatively boldly with a lot of movement, we’ll have 

just as many opportunities on the long side.” 

Niederhoffer’s current success is in stark contrast to last year, when the Diversified fund fell 

28%, according to industry data from HSBC. “It has been difficult sometimes to be near the 

bottom of the worst performers of a month or a year,” he said, “but it’s incredibly satisfying 

to be the best performer at times when my clients need it the most, like during the tech crash, 

the global financial crisis, during the fourth quarter of 2018 and then this quarter as well.” 
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